Key Considerations

• MAP Forum MOU provides organizational and strategic guidance

• MAP Forum resources are derived from member organization staff and funding

• MAP Forum activities rely solely on member organization resources and their limitations
• CATEGORY 1: PRODUCTS AND TOOLS

  – Maintain the critical networking capability of the MAP Forum as it relates to federally-mandated products and analyses

• ACTIVITIES

  – Create a content management system for member organization products & analyses

  – Create a status dashboard for member organization products & analyses

  – Create a status dashboard of boundary products & studies and update the multi-state metropolitan region overview based on this information

  – Create a region-wide dashboard for performance measures and/or asset management
• CATEGORY 1: PRODUCTS AND TOOLS

  – Maintain the critical networking capability of the MAP Forum as it relates to federally-mandated products and analyses

• ACTIVITIES (continued)

  – Create an analytical tools committee to review modelling, forecasting and data capabilities and post a story map of existing joint efforts on all participating agency sites

    » Committee to explore the impacts of transformative technologies on forecasting capabilities and discuss overlapping initiatives currently underway

    » Committee to explore new analytical approaches, tools and data sources presented by transformative technologies
• CATEGORY 2: STRATEGIC MULTI-STATE ISSUES

– Undertake a joint approach to planning issues that cut across all or most of the member organizations’ planning boundaries

• ACTIVITIES

– Continue regular meetings of the Multi-State Freight Working Group and work toward developing a boundary project/study dashboard and a multi-state metropolitan region overview for freight/goods movement

– Review and discuss the development of transformative technologies for use in regional transportation plan development and discuss overlapping initiatives currently underway

  » Undertake external scans to benchmark the development of these technologies and their impacts in other metropolitan regions

  » Explore the potential future impacts of these technologies on land development patterns
• CATEGORY 2: STRATEGIC MULTI-STATE ISSUES

  – Undertake a joint approach to planning issues that cut across all or most of the member organizations’ planning boundaries

• ACTIVITIES (continued)

  – Use the Post-Hurricane Sandy Resilience Study as a basis for the development for a multi-state metropolitan region resilience overview and integration of the results into member organization planning products and process

    » Contribute to joint vulnerability analysis of facilities for the purpose of prioritization influencing a project selection criteria